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Floors for mountain and 
base stations, ski depots,
hospitality, ski shops,
hotels and ice rinks

  THE OPTIMAL FLOORING  
SOLUTION FOR ALL AREAS IN  

  WINTER SPORTS
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Off to the slopes? – A safe bet!

In winter, many people are attracted to the ski slopes, with skiing and 
snowboarding being the most popular sports. And no wonder, because when 
conditions restrict the possibilities for other outdoor sports, snowboards and 
skis are a welcome alternative. Many people spend their holidays in ski resorts, 
because, whether alone or in a group, skiing or snowboarding is great fun and 
ideal for building up both muscle strength and endurance. 

Every year, winter sports regions are happy to welcome countless sportsmen 
and women, families and holidaymakers. Shop owners, hoteliers, cable car 
operators and local restaurants all enjoy the benefits of this.

In highly frequented areas, sometimes varying from damp to wet, having the 
right flooring is enormously important for the safety of guests.

Our floors for alpine areas are slip-resistant even in wet conditions and are very 
pleasant and comfortable to walk on. They are robust, impact-resistant, durable 
and recyclable, making them extremely sustainable. With a variety of colours 
and decors, there are no limits to your design creativity.

Are you looking for an optimal floor covering for your ski shop, your ski depot, 
your mountain and valley stations or your catering area? In us you have 
found the right partner. We have the appropriate floor surfaces as well as 
consulting competence to recommend the most suitable floor covering for the 
requirements you want to meet.

We've got it covered.
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Service, Quality and Sustainability
Our quality, our services and our efforts 
to achieve sustainability. 33

Applications
Our products can be used for a range 
of very different applications.
 

REGUPOL Group
Who’s behind REGUPOL?  
Get to know more about our company 
and all our overseas branches. 
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Colours & Decors
Our elastic winter sports floors are 
available in a range of different 
 colours.
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 THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN FIND

IN THE BROCHURE
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  APPLICATIONS WITH 

 REGUPOL
WINTER SPORTS FLOORS
  FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR AREAS
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Find the application area you need:
 Mountain stations

 Hotels

 Hospitality and catering areas

 Base stations

 Ski depots

 Ski shops

 Ice rinks

All detailed technical information on REGUPOL can 
be found by visiting www.sports.regupol.com.au
Or ask us directly: 02 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au

 For technical questions
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   OUR FLOORS FOR

MOUNTAIN AND  
 BASE STATIONS

Versatile:

Mountain and valley stations are usually hives of bustling activity. To make 
sure all guests and athletes get from A to B safely in winter, a non-slip floor 
surface is a great benefit. Especially in highly frequented zones such as gondola 
entrance and boarding areas, but also at ticket counters and on walkways, the 
floor covering is subject to extreme wear and tear, while the general noise level 
can get very high.

Our floors have good airborne sound properties, so that noise levels generated 
in such areas can be reduced considerably. Where there are lots of skiers, 
there is also a heavy burden on the floor surface from ski boots, skis and ski 
poles. Our floors are highly impact-resistant and can withstand such burdens 
with ease. In addition, a large number of floorings comply with the flame-
retardant requirement for floor coverings in line with fire protection standards.

If you’d like to find out more
about the fire behaviour of 
our floor surfaces, feel free
to ask us:
02 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au

Any questions?

Rolls 
largely flame retardant | impact resistant | wide range of 
design options | available in 8 mm thickness
Our products:  REGUPOL everroll ultimate,   
REGUPOL everroll classic
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Rolls 
resilient | impact sound reducing | comfortable | wide  range of 
design options | available in 4 mm and 8 mm thickness
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,   
REGUPOL everroll classic

 OUR FLOORS FOR

SKI SHOPS

Inviting:

Anyone who doesn’t want to rent skis and accessories can get themselves 
fully kitted out in ski shops. To give your customers that feel-good factor, a 
nice atmosphere is a great benefit: a pleasant, comfortable walking surface 
encourages customers to linger a little longer and look around in the shop. The 
sound-absorbing properties of our floors mean that it is never too noisy, no 
matter how many people are in the store. With our floors’ diverse range of design 
options, you can plan your shops according to your own creativity.
 
Customers trying on and trying out heavy ski boots can always have a 
detrimental effect on your floor’s sub-base. But we have a solution for this 
problem too, because our resilient floor surfaces also contribute considerably 
to the protection of the sub-floor.

Visit our website at  
www.sports.regupol.com.au 
and find out more about our 
products and service.

More information:
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Rolls 
durable | comfortable | slip resistant | impact resistant | 
available in 8 mm thickness
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,   
REGUPOL everroll classic

 OUR FLOORS FOR

SKI DEPOTS

Safe:

After an exhilarating day on the slopes, skiers and snowboarders then turn their 
thoughts to the evening’s agenda. But first, it’s important to make sure all the 
equipment is safely stored away. For this, ski depots provide the perfect solution. 
But what is it that makes a floor surface ideal for an area frequented by lots of 
people wearing wet and heavy ski boots? 

Our winter sports floors can easily withstand the high loads in your ski depot 
because they are durable, as well as shock and impact resistant. The risk of 
slipping when things get wet is minimised by the slip resistance of our flooring. 
In changing areas especially, people not only walk around wearing ski boots, but 
also in socks. The advantage of our floor here: it is pleasantly warm underfoot 
and very comfortable.
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    OUR FLOORS FOR

HOSPITALITY AND  
 CATERING AREAS

Nice and cosy:

Those who need a break from the hustle and bustle on the slopes or have spent 
enough time out on their skis or snowboards often enjoy taking some time to 
wind down. Others go straight to après ski. There are usually plenty of different 
hospitality and catering establishments to choose from. However, as soon as they 
get inside with their wet boots and equipment, things can get dangerously slippery. 
Particularly on steps and stairs. Our floors minimise this risk. They offer slip 
resistance and underfoot stability, while also being pleasant to walk on. With our 
products, we can provide you with the right solution – for après ski pavilions, too.

Despite the slip-resistant surface, the floor is easy to clean. The material’s typical 
sound-reducing properties mean it can contribute to keeping the noise inside the 
facilities at an acceptable level, especially at busy times. And if you have a certain 
design concept in mind for your catering area or you have very specific creative 
ideas, that’s no problem at all! Our floor solutions can be laid in a variety of decors, 
so you can match them to your colour scheme.

Rolls 
comfortable | wide range of design options | slip-resistant |
impact sound reducing | available in 4 mm and 8 mm thickness
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,   
REGUPOL everroll classic

Are you wondering which décor would best suit 
your catering area? Just try it out with our Flooring 
Designer. With this tool, you can lay our floors 
realistically in a virtual room.

Already tried it?
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Rolls 
durable | resilient | slip-resistant | comfortable |  
available in 4 mm and 8 mm thickness
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,  
 REGUPOL everroll classic

 OUR FLOORS FOR

HOTELS

Comfortable:

In winter, hotel owners are happy to welcome skiers and snowboarders from all 
over the world. Why not offer your guests a special level of comfort in your ski 
cellars, workshops and in other communal areas? A comprehensive range of 
services combined with an exceptional interior is a good basis for success. Our 
floors with their versatile properties and a wide selection of decors are just what 
you need. 

And when it comes to safety: our floors have anti-slip properties, which greatly 
minimise the risk of slipping even when wet. In addition, they are extremely 
durable and can withstand heavy loads and impact. This makes them highly 
sustainable.
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Rolls 
resilient | slip-resistant | comfortable |  
available in  8 and 12 mm thickness
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,   
REGUPOL everroll classic

 OUR FLOORS FOR

ICE RINKS

Robust:

Ice rinks are places where young and old can meet. Regardless of whether the 
enthusiasts want to learn or improve their skating, play ice hockey or curling, the 
focus in ice rinks is on the fun of movement on ice. Sliding and gliding around is 
what you want to do on the ice itself, but not on the floors around the rink. Our 
REGUPOL everroll alpine flooring makes sure that no one slips or slides unless 
they really want to.

As borders around the actual ice surface, on walkways or in box office foyers 
and changing facilities, they provide the slip resistance and underfoot stability 
that visitors need. They are robust and resilient. Our flooring for indoor ice rinks 
is designed to make walking on the various surfaces a very pleasant experien-
ce. As things can get very noisy in ice rinks, especially in the highly frequented 
areas, the acoustic properties of our floors make sure noise levels don’t get out 
of control.
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 AVAILABLE 

COLOURS
 RANGES & STYLES

Deviations from the 
colours  shown are 
possible due to pro-
duction batches and 
brochure print.

(brackets show superceeded product name)

REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Seattle [1010]  
4mm (shape palau)

Lagos [1008]  
4mm (shape goa)

Yuma [1030]  
4mm (shape kush)

Galway [1009]  
4mm (shape manaus)

Osaka [1187]  
4mm (shape oslo)

Lima [1113] 
4mm (shape mons)

Boston [1112]  
4mm (shape nome)

Manila [1105] 
4 | 8mm (shape berlin)

Kush [2001]  
4mm (active kush)

Goa [2000]  
4mm (active goa)

Oslo [1208]  
4mm (active olso)

Pompeji [1194]  
4mm (active mons)

Mons [3138]  
4 | 8mm (intensity mons)

Kýpros [3002]  
4mm (intensity kypros)

Berlin [2005]  
4mm (active berlin)

Paris [1085]  
4 | 8mm (intensity berlin)

Island [3000]
4 | 8mm (intensity island)

Nome [2004]  
4mm (active nome)

Helsinki [3001]  
4mm (intensity nome)

Jakarta [3003]  
4mm (intensity jakarta)

Melbourne [1074]
4mm (shape melbourne)

Amsterdam [1036]
4mm (shape amsterdam)

Available standard or pre-sealed
Areas with spiked or studded sports footwear require the use of 8mm thickness.
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edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface 
(brackets show superceeded product name)

Deviations from the 
colours shown are 
possible due to 
production batches 
and brochure print.

Nome [3121]
4 | 8mm  (tone nome)

Sydney [3240]
4 | 8mm (tone sydney)

Auckland [3241]
4 | 8mm  (tone auckland)

Lhasa [3180]
4 | 8mm (tone lhasa)

Kush [3118]
4 | 8mm (tone kush)

Bern [3122]
4 | 8mm (tone berlin)

Palau [3031]
4 | 8mm (core palau)

REGUPOL everroll classic

Manaus [3032] 
4 | 8mm (core manaus)

Melbourne [3029] 
4 | 8mm (core melbourne)

Perth [3239] 
4 | 8mm (tone perth)

Berlin [3030] 
4 | 8 | 12mm  (core berlin)

Mons [3256]  
4 | 8 | 12mm  (core mons)

Marrakech [3276] 
8mm (core marrakech)

Amsterdam [3145]
4 | 8mm (core amsterdam)

Goa [3033] 
4 | 8mm (core goa)

Available standard in edition 4.0 or pre-sealed
Areas with spiked or studded sports footwear require the use of 8mm thickness.
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Ask the experts about the best solution for  
your project.  
REGUPOL Australia 02 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au

   HOW ARE SOLUTIONS 
  EASY AND INSPIRING? 

     TOGETHER.
We’ve got it covered.
REGUPOL is more than sports and multi-purpose surfaces.
More than our acoustic underlayments. And more than our
state-of-the-art track and field surfaces. For over 65 years,
providing solutions and delivering exceptional customer
service has been our business. We understand that paying
attention to the details is critical from the start of any project. 
Making changes later means inconvenience and additional
expenses. We sweat those details so you don’t have to.
 
Because we invented the technology to recycle end of life 
tyres into unique products, you benefit from decades of 
experience and expertise that only we can offer. That means 
the right information, advice, and answers when you need 
them, along with products that have been refined, tested, and 
retested over the years by our R&D team to deliver precision 
performance that will not disappoint. It is all accomplished 
with manufacturing that meets the highest quality standards 
with the strictest environmental requirements. 

Delivering results, developing leaders worldwide
We have grown steadily since 1954 – new products 
developed, new subsidiaries established and new  
locations added.  

Today, REGUPOL is still a family enterprise, with third 
and fourth generations currently working in company 
management. We have eleven offices in seven countries, 
all serving as epicentres for innovation, ingenuity, and 
community.

Behind every REGUPOL product, there is a talented team
that works together, across the globe, to create performance
solutions from reclaimed materials that deliver durability
and protection where you need it most without sacrificing
sustainability. Whether used to protect surfaces and optimize
load transport or to dampen sound and vibration, REGUPOL 
gets it done. We deliver with a level of product, customer 
service, and investment that only the inventor can offer.

No matter the customer—we aim to make their experience 
easyand inspiring, at an only-at-REGUPOL value.
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In the 1950s, polyurethane foam was new and very 
 expensive. Instead of using all of the material produced, 
a considerable quantity was disposed. Our company was 
founded in 1954 to reprocess this wasted material into 
composite foam.  Recycling is in our DNA.

How sustainable are REGUPOL products?
The circular economy works when recycled products com-
pete directly with new products – we have been proving 
this for 65 years. REGUPOL products are typically made 
from 75% to 95% recycled materials,, as are our sports 
mats. However REGUFOAM products are made from  
genuine raw materials.

What standards and legal requirements does REGUPOL 
meet?
Our company has been fully DIN EN 14001 certified since 
1997 and will remain so. In addition, our products and mats 
comply with paragraph § 45 II No. 2 of the German draft 
bill on recycling management. We hope that the clearly 
formulated regulation will help make government action 
more sustainable.

What is sustainable about our human resources policy?
All our staff in Germany are paid according to a chemical 
industry-wide collective agreement. We are a recognised 
provider of insulation solutions and attach particular im-
portance training, which is why a large number of trainees 
undergo their training in-house.

New Life: From the disposing to a recycling economy
REGUPOL is a founding member of the „Initiative NEW LIFE“ 
and commits to an optimal recycling economy, together 
with the other member corporations. Jointly, the members 
want to point out the advantages of recycling products from 
ELT (End-of-Life-Tires) and motivate to act sustainably.
More about the initiative: www.initiative-new-life.de

     HOW DO YOU BECOME  
 MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY? 

     TOGETHER.

In 2016, we partnered with the NRW Efficiency 
Agency to create a CO2 location balance sheet,  
showing our total greenhouse gas emissions  
as CO2 equivalents. We are on the right track.  
Find out more at www.regupol.com.

REGUPOL’s CO2 balance sheet
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If you want to set the highest standards in construction, you will find a gre-
at partner in REGUPOL. In addition to our 65 year commitment to leadership, 
 REGUPOL is the building material of choice for experts worldwide.

As a fourth-generation family business, REGUPOL currently employs  
700 people at eleven locations. Our customers come from over 132 countries 
around the globe. For them, we recycle more than 90 000 tons of high-quality 
plastics every year into products that set standards.

Our brand ambassador Usain Bolt – the fastest man in the world –  
embodies our focus on performance through skill and will. Usain Bolt:  
 "I love Regupol running tracks. They are fast, they feel the same  
everywhere on the track and they have no joints." 

Our extensive range of training courses is just as targeted. Comprising busi-
ness vocations, day release and mechanical and plant engineering,  
the focus is very much on young people. They represent our future.  
We are proud of their success.

We’ve got it covered.

     HOW DO YOU GET TO THE TOP? 

    TOGETHER.

700

11

132

90.000

employees

locations worldwide

tons of high-quality  
plastic per year

countries with satisfied customers
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www.regupol.com.au

REGUPOL Australia Pty. Ltd. 
155 Smeaton Grange Road
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
phone +61 2 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au 

REGUPOL Germany GmbH & Co. KG
REGUPOL America LLC
REGUPOL Acoustics Middle East FZE
REGUPOL Schweiz AG
REGUPOL Zebra Athletics LLC
BSW Shanghai CO. LTD.


